Kids can work on their fine motor skills to create this colorful, salty masterpiece.

**MATERIALS**

- Liquid glue
- Salt
- Thick paper, such as cardstock or watercolor paper. Cardboard also works well.
- Watercolors - liquid or palette
- Paintbrushes

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Create a design with liquid glue on your paper. It can be anything, so use your imagination! You might find it easier to draw your design with a pencil first.
2. While the glue is wet, pour salt on the glue.
3. Tap the excess salt into the compost or into a bowl if you are going to create more than one salt painting.
4. Allow the glue and salt design to fully dry - this may take a couple of hours. This is a good time to check out some of our other activities!
5. Use watercolor paints to paint the dried salt. Watch how the colors blend together.

Share your creations by using #FIGatHome and tagging us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram!